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Subway Line Number 4 is one of the newest additions to the Rio de 

Janeiro subway network. Built for the 2016 Olympic Games, the 16 

km (10 mi) subway line connects the south of the city, with the 

famous beaches Copacabana and Ipanema, to Barra da Tijuca, west 

of the city, where the Olympic Village and Park are located. This 

new line, which is estimated to cost USD 2.2 billion, is composed of 

six new stations: Jardim Oceanico, São Conrado, Gavea, Antero de 

Quintal, Jardim de Alah (JA) and Nossa Senhora da Paz Station. 

Brasfond participated in the construction of foundations and 

retaining structures for all the stations, and each presented unique 

challenges. This is not surprising considering the difficulties 

present in a highly-dense urban environment including utilities, 

nearby buildings, traffic limitations and noise. 

Of all the stations, JA Station was the most challenging to 

construct. It was located in the middle of an avenue between 

residential high rises supported on shallow foundations as well as 

below sea level in sands with high groundwater. The other five 

stations were located in small parks and squares, with no buildings 

in the immediate proximity. 

The interaction between designer, owner, and the general and 

foundation contractors during execution was key in safely 

reducing the construction schedule. This was significant given the 

unforeseen construction delays the client, Linha 4 Sul JV, faced 

due to permitting, utility and traffic relocation so that the owner 

could fulfill their final goal: making the line operational by the 

Olympic Games. 

The Geology
Geologically, the state of Rio de Janeiro is formed by Pre-

Cambrian crystalline basement rock. Its 

geological formation is very old and 

comprises two major orogenic cycles, a 

Mid-Precambrian formation, called 

“Transamazonian” (Proterozoic Era), and 

an Upper-Precambrian to Cambrian called 

“Brasiliano” (Proterozoic-Paleozoic). The 

soil structure of the city of Rio de Janeiro is 

represented by a core of crystalline rocks, 

usually granite-gneiss, covered with a 

layer of residual soil and/or partially 

weathered rock.

JA Station is located in a Rio de Janeiro 

neighborhood called Ipanema, between the 

Atlantic Ocean and Lagoon Rodrigo de 

Freitas. Local geology is composed of a 

superficial soil, consisting of medium to 

coarse grained sands. Top of rock varied 

significantly from 20 m (66 ft) deep on one 

side of the station to 33 m (108 ft) on the 

other. Water is at a depth of 3 m (10 ft). 

The Construction Sequence
JA Station measures 120 m by 18 m (394 ft 

by 59 ft) and is excavated up to a depth of 

25 m (66 ft). The construction of the station 

Aerial view of project vicinity

Jardim de Alah Station — Built in Olympic Time
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1) Leveling top of rock with jet grouting
2) Construction of reinforced concrete 
 guide wall
3) Pre-excavation
4) Excavation of primary panel
5) Installation of reinforcement cage
6) Tremie tube insertion and concrete pour

 7) Excavation, insertion of reinforcement 
  cage, pour next primary panel
 8) Excavation of secondary panel and  
  formation of joints 
 9) Installation of reinforcement cage
1 0) Tremie tube insertion and concrete 
  pour 

Cross-sectional view of the tunnel

was designed to follow a traditional “top-

down” cut and cover methodology.

The original foundation design comprised 

a 1.2 m (4 ft) thick conventional diaphragm 

wall along the perimeter of the station 

stopping at the top of rock. It was to be pinned 

inside each panel, into the rock, with a root 

pile 500 mm (20 in) in diameter. Jet Grout 

(JG) columns were designed external to the 

station at the toe of the diaphragm wall to 

ensure contact at the soil-rock interface, and 

behind each joint to improve the imper-

meability of the walls. A JG plug would also be 

performed internal to the station, at the 

bottom, in order to lock the toe of the 

diaphragm wall and to achieve imper-

meability of the station during the excavation 

and construction of the slabs. 

Outside the perimeter, at the entrance and 

exit location of the tunnel boring machine 

(TBM), a JG mass was designed from the top to 

a depth of 29 m (95 ft), to function as a seal 

between the bored tunnel and the station. 

Once complete, the excavation of the station would then begin in 

stages with the construction of the top slab, access slab and then the 

bottom slab. At the excavation stage, a dewatering system was still 

planned by the designer.

The Challenges
The time constraint was a great challenge. The excavation of the station 

began with many delays due to permitting, licenses and the heavy 

relocation of the power and water supplies. Given the delays at this 

particular station, its construction came into conflict with the schedule 

of the TBM. The difference in start time between this and the other 

stations would inevitably block the passage of the TBM, and threatened 

to delay construction of the line to the point that it would not be 

delivered on time for the Olympic Games. 

With the goal of recovering the schedule, the client implemented a 

series of actions to accelerate the excavation and construction of the 

station while keeping the safety of the neighboring structures in focus. 

The challenges, from Brasfond’s side, involved optimizing the 

foundation elements and retaining structures to mitigate any 

settlement of the adjacent buildings, which could be dangerous, costly 

and bring the construction of the line to a halt for many months. This 

entailed changes to the projects’ methodologies and constructive 

sequence of the diaphragm wall and of the JG columns.

The Diaphragm Wall
Dewatering was of great concern for the safety of the neighboring 

buildings (potential settlements), and its effectiveness was questioned 

due to the close proximity to the canal and the sea. To accelerate 

construction of the station, and to avoid dewatering, the design was 

altered from a conventional wall pinned by root piles to a 1.2 m (4 ft) 

thick hydromilled wall, with the panels keyed 2 to 6 m (6.5 to 20 ft) 

into the sound rock. This would greatly shorten the construction 

schedule by keying the wall directly into 

the rock and reducing the chance of water 

percolation beneath the panels. This also 

alleviated the concern that the root pins for 

the panels could be damaged when 

excavating the rock around them, espe-

cially in the portion of the station with 

shallower rock. 

Single rather than multiple hydromill-

built panels were constructed due to the 

concerns of the effects of a possible 

collapse of an excavation on the foun-

dations of the neighboring buildings. As a 

benefit of the increased quality of the panel 

joints caused by hydromill overcutting the 

adjacent panels (compared to the con-

ventional diaphragm wall), the need to JG 

at the wall toe was eliminated, saving the 

client valuable time and money. 

Due to the highly uneven and hard rock 

interface (average 150 MPa [1560 tsf]), a 

new line of JG 1.2 m (4 ft) in diameter and 

2 to 6 m (6.5 to 19.7 ft) high was added at 

the top of rock on the axis of the perimeter 

where the hydromill panels would be built 

to level the bedrock. The concept was that 

rather than the hydromill wheels touching 

the top of rock unevenly, the JG would 

provide a level surface. This would reduce 

deviation problems with the panel at rock 

contact and mitigate possible delays to 

correct deviations.

Installing the hydromill wall reinforcing 

Hydromill panel installation sequence:

Canal connecting the lagoon and ocean
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For each JG column, the main parameters measured and 

controlled while drilling were rotational speed of drill string, depth 

and penetration tension. For the injection, the time, depth, 

injection pressure and flow, air pressure and flow, volume of grout 

slurry, rotation and lift speed were measured.

The second flooding protection employed was an arched CCP 

wall built inside the station from top to bottom to function as a 

barrier in case a flood did happen. 

Conclusions
The successful interaction between the owner, the Rio de Janeiro 

Metro authority; the general contractor, Linha 4 Sul JV; the designer, 

Promon Engineering; and Brasfond, the foundation contractor, 

made this project a success. This project marked the first time that a 

hydromill was used to build a station in Rio de Janeiro.

Overall, 12,000 columns of JG and CCP were constructed, with 

an overall drilled length of 250,000 m (820,000 ft) in soil and 

2,000 m (6,600 ft) into rock, of which 110,000 linear m (361,000 ft) 

were injected. The consumption of cement for the Jardim de Alah 

station was an impressive 65,000 tonnes (71,650 tons). The hydro-

mill and clamshell diaphragm wall were composed of 233 panels, 

and a total of 22,700 cu m (29,700 cu yd), 3,200 tonnes (3,527 tons) 

of steel and 24,500 cu m (32,000 cu yd) of concrete were used.

We would like to thank everyone involved in the project, 

especially Linha 4 Sul JV for providing photos and information for 

this article. We wish them success in completing the line and hope 

for a great Rio 2016 Olympic Games.

Brasfond suggested an alternative solution using three lines of 

Chemical Churning Pile (CCP) columns instead, a technology 

already widely used in reinforcement soil works. These had the same 

purpose as the root piles: to preserve the foundations of existing 

neighboring buildings and serve as an emergency containment 

structure in case of excavation collapse during execution. 

The second challenge was that the tunnel would pass beneath a 

canal with very little cover and close proximity to the station. The 

canal connected the Atlantic Ocean to Rodrigo de Freitas Lagoon. 

The client was concerned with possible flooding of the station and 

of the tunnel, causing an unrecoverable delay and missing the 

Olympic Games. Two solutions were discussed to mitigate the 

effects of possible flooding. 

First, a JG mass was designed to start from the diaphragm wall 

of the station and extend below the canal and 20 m (66 ft) beyond 

it. This would ensure that there was enough contact between the 

tunnel segment lining and the JG mass so there would be no 

possibility of water entering the tunnel. The 1.2 m (4 ft) diameter 

JG columns were designed to go from the bottom of the canal down 

to the top of rock. 

Since it was not possible to block the flow of the canal in order 

to JG beneath it, the work was divided in two phases. In phase 1, 

sand bags were placed into half of the canal to form a platform for 

the rig. Then the sand bags were removed and placed on the other 

half so that JG could be accomplished on the other side. The 

columns in the middle were drilled again in phase 2 to guarantee 

overlap of the columns. 

During quality control checks, Brasfond was required to pay 

particular attention to the quality of the panel excavation, verticality 

and the resistance of the concrete of the adjacent panels. For the 

latter, the client did not want any difference in the resistance of the 

primaries when excavating the secondary panels, so that deviations 

could be avoided. To ensure the verticality of the excavation, 

operators had real-time information from inclinometers, 

accelerometers and a gyroscope system located on the body of the 

hydromill. The devices provided information about deviations 

along the X, Y and Z (rotation) axis of the excavation through an 

onboard computer (B-Tronic system), making it possible to 

continuously correct the verticality during the excavation with the 

use of the flaps. Verticality reports, together with other information 

from other sensors, such as torque, were provided to the client.

For each concreted panel, a quality control report was issued 

providing the respective dimensions, theoretical and real concreted 

volumes, volumes within the panel during concreting, length, time 

and immersion of the tremie pipe. Samples were also sent to 

laboratories for testing to see if they met design criteria.

Of special note is the reinforcement of the diaphragm wall at the 

entrance and exit of the station, at the level where the TBM would 

bore through — it was made of fiberglass to ensure easy boring 

through the wall.

Chemical Churning Pile and Jet Grouting
Foreseeing the effects of settlement due to the construction of the 

station or a possible collapse of the diaphragm wall excavation, the 

client designed a root pile curtain between the wall of the station and 

the foundation of the buildings. It was vertical on one side and 

inclined on the other due to the space limitations. Given the time 

concerns and slow nature of constructing inclined root piles, 

Hydromill panel installation

Internal view of CCP wall

Arched CCP wall flood barrier
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Installing hydromill panels at Jardim de Alah Station
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